Home Learning Procedure: in the case of a 14-day isolation
Hazel

Day 1

Day 2 -14

*see model letter

Oak
Chestnut
Sycamore
Covid symptoms established: family self-isolating for 14 days (10 days from onset of symptoms for first to fall ill)
Child self-isolating as a result of track and trace (this scenario is less likely)
Parents know that they can collect a learning pack /tech equipment from school or (where possible) have these
items delivered
Weekly plan of things to
Initial letter to parents
Timetable and resources
Timetable and resources
cover sent out under the
outlining what to expect*
sent out daily with initial
sent out daily with initial
EYFS ELG’s. This is broadly in (parents are clear that
letter to parents outlining
letter to parents outlining
line with the areas that the
teachers are working with a what to expect* (parents
what to expect* (parents
class are working on, in
whole class and that this
are clear that teachers are
are clear that teachers are
school.
learning will be a blend of
working with a whole class
working with a whole class
Parents encouraged to
following the class timetable and that this learning will be and that this learning will be
upload clips and photos to
and support materials from
a blend of following the
a blend of following the
SEESAW and teachers /LSAs other sources; BBC Bitesize
class timetable and support class timetable and support
feedback when appropriate. and Oak National Academy) materials from other
materials from other
Initial letter to parents
Daily Plan of things to cover sources; BBC Bitesize and
sources; BBC Bitesize and
outlining what to expect*
and resources sent out.
Oak National Academy)
Oak National Academy)
This will not be a timetable
This may include remoting in This may include remoting in
and families can fit the
to the lesson to take part in
to the lesson to take part in
resources to create their
English and Maths input.
English and Maths input.
own timetable.
A blank daily timetable
will/could be sent out that
can be filled in by the family
(optional).

